
It is that time of the year. Like clockwork, at the time of writing, as we approach the end of December and, this time, the end of the decade, 
the media starts to indulge in its favourite pastime: a ritual drawing up of lists – the best movies, the defining political events, the best 
books. I could go on. A fractured old media replaced by personalisation and social media can yield lists for even the most trivial of subjects.

Not one to be left behind, I racked my brains to find three phrases that, in my opinion, best define the investment landscape of the past 
10 years.

Spume: frothy matter on liquid; foam or froth, as on waves
If you were even minutely sceptical about the power of central banks; if you needed proof that monetary assets were best visualised as 
foam on the waves of a liquidity tsunami, take a look at the charts below. 

Whose money is it anyway?

We fret and fume about GDP, unemployment, geopolitics, elections and more. Sit back to think about it and central bank actions made the 
biggest impact on asset prices. This was starkly reflected in the 2018 market sell-off when we had quantitative tightening, whereas we have 
Mr Powell to thank for the change of heart in 2019. 

‘Vis amplificans vim’: by broadening the force; amplification
In business, we all know about network effects. When a network 
effect is present, the value of a product or service increases according 
to the number of others using it. If achieved, it leads to economies 
of scale and relative dominance in a sector. Today, a proliferating, 
mature internet presents an even more potent combination: zero-
cost distribution and the flywheel effect. A flywheel is a massive 
metal disk or wheel. It takes a lot of effort to get it started, but once 
it starts to turn, there are counterweights around the outside of 
the wheel that start to take effect and it starts to build momentum 
almost by itself. From that point, the same effort can be placed 
on the flywheel, and it will start to turn faster and faster. This is 
best encapsulated in Amazon’s Mr Bezos’s pithy but hard-hitting 
statement of intent: ‘your margin is my opportunity’. 

The amplification of the economic and political power of companies 
like Amazon, Google, Facebook and Apple – Ben Thompson of 
Stratechery refers to them as ‘Super Aggregators and Platforms’ – 
is overwhelming.
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Disruption is the name of the game and the effort of staying ahead is gigantic. Threats from technology leaders in every industry are 
multiplying and the ability for a business to adapt and compete against these behemoths defines success.

Profligacy: reckless extravagance or wastefulness in the use of resources
“We should be happier to have a job than to have savings protected. I think that it is in this spirit that monetary policy has been decided 
by my predecessors and I think they made quite a beneficial choice.” Thus spoke Ms. Christine Lagarde, now Chair of the European Central 
Bank. She almost castigated Germany and Netherlands for saving and not taking on debt to spend.

Piling on debt, so far, has had almost no consequence for 
policymakers. Inflation in the traditional sense is subdued. Job 
creation is certainly a priority for all countries. Yet, in the face of 
technological challenges, are we creating ‘zombie’ companies that 
survive on evergreen loans from state-directed banks? Financial 
inclusion, in my opinion, is just a euphemism for encouraging the 
poor to borrow more.

Could the chart on the right qualify as one of the most staggering 
statistics of the past decade? The Chinese banking system has 
added approximately US$33.4tn new assets in the past 12 years. 
That is six times the assets created in the banking system by the 
other three large economic areas put together. Go figure. There 
are some caveats – the developed markets rely on debt markets; 
I should compare this to the GDP of the blocs rather than just 
absolutes. Even still, it took me a while to digest this statistic.

What is the lesson learnt you might ask? A stark one: do not make 
predictions on what the next year or the next decade hold for us. 

Best wishes for 2020 (and the next decade).
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Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 
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China’s banking assets – still scalable? 

Source: Bloomberg; Jefferies.
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